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Students
And
Faculty
Assemble
At
Station
r
n Midniaht Send-off For Dunn And Temple
Earle Spicer Opens C. A. Meets Maine
Schools fit Camden
ri
hase Lecture Series

Under the theme, "Campus and j
World Claims on the Christian fluannouncement has come from
dent", the Maine Area Conference
B,.:es College of the program for
will open at Camp Tanglewocd, i
,e George Colby Chase Lecture
Camden, on Saturday, October 19th,
ies for the 1946-47 year.
and cotninue through Sunday. Octofiarle Spicer, baritone, will open
ber 20th.
. program on Friday November
i hrce numbers of the Bates fac-,
,,: 8:'0 P. M. in the Bates Chapel.
ihy wi»l l>e traveling to this con-i
e public is cordially invited to
ference which is sponsored by the
:.r Mr. Spicer. who is especially
Christian Association of New Engil-Kiiown for his ii.tt.p: elation of
land.
li tonal English a d American
Dr. Myhrman is the New England advisor c.n thx commission on
ilads.
Personal Growth. Dr. Painter is the
on November 15. Mr Bldoa C
resource leader who will participate
i.oup will address :he studeul
in the committee on Christian Be„dy during the regular assem*-'
lief. Mr. Zerby is the resource leadcriod. Mr. Shoup is Regional Ad
er in the committee on Community
linistrator of the New England
Responsibility.
Region for the office of Price AdA large delegation representing
ministration.
C.A. from Bates will also attend
Miss Anne M. Cooke, Negro drathis conference. The members inmatist, will give a program during
clude M and Mrs. Zerby, Dr. and
i ue assembly period on the mornMrs. Painter
ing of February 10. Miss Cooke is
Representatives of the faculty and
urrently Professor of Drama of
students from the other Maine colHoward University.
leges also plan to travel to Camden
Following the custom started last
for this conference on Christian stu>ear, gueats will remain on campu;
dents.
for a few days, visiting classes and
Otto Burch, a student from DenLike virtually every college in mark who was active in the resisHolding student conferences.
the country Bates opens the fall tance movement will be one of the
semester at its highest peace time leaders. He attended world conferlevel. However, returning students ences on International Student SerThe 1946-47 program for thewere not compelled to register in vice in England and Geneva this
a circus tent like the U. of Cal. summer. Bill Ellis will be the other Bates College Robinson Players has
students or sleep 4 decker in the leader. Bill is vice-president of the been announced by Miss Lavinia
gym as the Miamites. From all out- International Union of Students. He M. Sohaeffer, Director of the Bates
Eleven xiew faculty members ward appearance the campus seem? plans to study and travel in Europe Theatre. The players plan three
uave been appointed by President little changed.
this winter in connection with his major productions and an evening
1'nillips since the decision was
of one act plays.
One noticeable difference which vice-president position.
"Once in a Lifetime" by the wellmade last spring to increase the
looks pretty good to the co-eds is
student body temporarily to 800.
known comedy team of Moss Hart
the present ratio of 397 men to
This faculty addition is undoubtedand George S. Kaufman will be
376 women. About 323 of the men
presented November 14, 15, and 16
ly the largest in any one year in
are returning veterans, of these,
in the Little Theatre. This comedy
the history of the college.
one out of six is married.
satirizes Hollywood and the beginRobert E. Covell, a 1935 graduate
The class of '50 now stands a'
During the early fall months, ning of "talkies" an appropriate
of Ohio University, is the new in105 men and 68 women with the President Phillips has addressed au- subject for this year, which marks
structor in history. He taught prebumper crop of '49 numbering 309. diences in one section of the coun- the twentieth anniversary of sound
viously at Hood College in MaryThe two upper classe? might try after another, and has somehow movies.
land.
well feel in the minority as the} managed, along with his presidenThe cast as announced by Miss
To the English department has round out the enrollment with 140 tial duties, to put together a book or
Schaeffer Includes Vivienne Slkora.
been added Richard Crosby, former juniors and 144 seniors.
two as well.
William Senseny, Trafton Mendall,
instructor at the American UniAt the Colgate University com- Joyce Lord, Joyce Streeter, Louella
States represented by the stuversity in Bierut, Syria. He is a
dent body include Maine. Massa- mencement on August 31, Dr. Phil- Flett. Arthur Ploener, Albert St.
1936 graduate of Dartmouth, and
chusetts, Connecticut. New York. lips spoke on "Can We Become In- Denis, Norman Card, Nancy Covey,
;erved in the capacity of political
New Jersey,
New Hampshire. ternationally Minded?" stressing Phyllis Burke, Mary Meyer, Jacquereporter with the Office of StrateRhode Island. Vermont, Delaware the great need for responsible na- line Keyes, Louis Skolnik, Earle
gic Services during the war.
tional leaders who place world peace
Pennsylvania, and Ohio. Bates also
Albee, Marcia Dwinell, and Carolyn
Two instructors have been ap- has one student from the Canal above material gain for their own Booth.
countries.
pointed to the Economics Depart- Zone and two from Estonia.
Assistant directors for the perSoon thereafter he addressed the
ment: Robert N. Grosse, a ColumWith nearly 800 students Bates annual meeting of the Savings formance are Muriel Stewart and
bia graduate who spent the sumcan look forward to a year which Banks Association of Maine, held John McCure.
mer at Harvard working on his
On January 16, 17, and 18 the
will offer the maximum In college at York Harbor, and analyzed the
Ph.D.; and Nicholas Xanthaky, a
activities and the satisfaction of factors responsible for our current players have scheduled Paul Os1934 Dartmouth graduate with adstudying under top professors.
difficulties with price control regu- burn's arrangement of "A Bell for
vanced work at Boston University.
Adano" by John Hersey. This verlations.
Miss Beatrice Packard, a Bates
Following a talk to the freshmen sion was produced in New York
graduate in the class if 1943 with
on the "Bates Plan" and his convo- wlOh Frederic March In the leading
sumjier study at Simmons, has
cation address to the entire student role.
been added to the Coram Library
body at the first all-college chapel
Third major production of the
' staff.
early in October, Dr. Phillips spoke year will be William Shakespeare's
New instructor in religion is Dr
This Sunday, October 20. the at the Ohio State University at Comedy of Error's" to be played
Alfred W. Painter, who received WAA Is offering a novel outing in Columbus on October 11 before a May 15, 16. and 17.
his Ph.D. degree at the University the form of a bike hike. Two girls state-wide meeting of Ohio business
Permanent committees for 1946of Chicago, where he also served will share one bicycle. One will leaders. Here he discussed some of 47 include June Duval, scenery deas student religious adviser.
start out on the bicycle while the the rapidly changing marketing con- signing; Florence Furfey, makeditions which are faced by business up: Alfred Wade, lighting; Marcia
Edward Petro, a 1940 graduate of other leaves on foot. At an appointtoday.
Wilson Wlswall, publicity; BernaRhode Island State College, has ed place, the rider will stop, leave
Flying back to Boston, President
been appointed to Buck Spinks' the bicycle, and continue on foot. Phillips attended the 18th annual dine Opper, business manager, Barformer place as head coach of bas- The hiker will walk till she reaches Boston Conference on Distribution, bara Aldrich, properties, and Roxketball and line coach of football. the bicycle, and then ride up to her where he spoke on the "Rent Fac- ane Kammerer, ushers.
The season ticket system InauguPetro was physical education officer partner.
tors Affecting the Future of RetailThe bike-hikers will be rewarded ing". This meeting, which Dr. Phil- rated last year will be followed
Is the V-vi f r« tram at Berea Coi
lege, Kentucky, during the war at the end of the 'trip by. a bonfire lips also addressed last year, is an again this year. Application for
and refreshments. The hike will international gathering of business season tickets will be available
yGarg.
goon.
begin at 2:15 and end at 5:30.
(Continued on page six)
(Continued on page six)

773 Enroll For
Winter Semester

In the wee small hours of early
Monday morning, some four-hundred odd college students and
some members of the Faculty turned out en masse to bid farewell to
Bates' travelling debaters. A torchlight procession started on Sunday
at twelve midnight from Chase
House, circled the campus, picking
up recruits along the way and
headed for the railroad station. At
one A. If. Monday morning the two
voyagers, Ed Dunn and Norm
'1 emple arrived amidst cheers and
songs. They were placed aboard
their train, the Gull, en route to
Halifax, and rolled off to the tnue
of the Bates' Alma Mater..
Previous to this send-off. the debaters were entertained by the Debate Council at a midnight party
in Chase Hall. Games were played,
food was plentiful, joke presents
were given the boys to heighten
the hilarity of the evening. Everything was in festive colors even to
the
horseshoe, decorated
with
gaudy flowers and bearing the inscription "Bon Voyage" done in lipstick. When the hour o* one approached the whole Council piled
into cars and drove down to the
station to join the rest of the sendoff party, In placing the voyagers
aboard their train.
From Halifax on October 9th, the
boys sailed on the S.S. Scythia.
They were scheduled to arrive in
Liverpool yesterday and then head
for Scotland. Here they will debate the Universities of Glasgow,
Aberdeen, College at Dundee, St.
Andrews University, and the University of Edinborough. The whole
month of October will be spent in
Then to
Last Saturday evening a sizeable Scotland—lucky boys!
crowd in the Alumni Gym enjoyed England for debates with Universthe return of "Bates Tradition ities of Birmingham, Manchester,
Night" — the first one to be held in Cambridge. Oxford. London. Leeds,
several years. The dance, under the and Nottingham, until November
sponsorship of the Chase Hall Com- 22nd when they will embark for
mittee, was capably planned by Bert home on the Queen Elizabeth.
Smith and Hugh Dinwoodie who Bates Campus may expect to see
put a considerable amount of time them on or after November 29th.
and effort into the arrangements.
Both Ed and Norm are well
The idea of the dance was first known personalities on the campstarted many years ago. According us. Both are returned veterans who
to the tradition, six.is the "magical rejoined the college in the Spring
number" — the couple having the semester of last year. Both were
sixth dance together, also have in- well-known debaters in their pretermission and the seventh dance war days at Bates and together
together, as well as the walk home. they constituted one of the teams.
Several other "special numbers" Both are officers of the Debate
were arranged, also, including a Council. Ed is President and Norm,
"tag" dance, and two "lady's
Men's Manager and members of
choice".
Delta Sigma Rho. Now, they are
Because of the large turnout ex- both going abroad as members of
pected, it was necessarily held in the Bates first post-war international
gym rather than in Chase H: 11, team.
which many of us know as the locaIt seams appropriate that Bates
tion of the Saturday night Open should send the first post-war -deHouses of past years.
bate team abroad since it was
Music was supplied by records Bates who first originated interwith the aid of the newly repaired national debating with debates in
amplifying system.
(Continued on page five)

Robinson Players Release
This Season's Program

Prexy Appoints
Eleven To Faculty

Saturday Night Dance
Renews Traditions

Prexy Spends Summer
Traveling And Writing

W.A.A. Offers Novel
Outing, Bike Hike

to the freshmen and explained, the
stffnifi/.Q.rvj.Q

nt

tV.«

rxaramrtriv-

at.

standard of Bates' debating. The

debate on tne same topic, next i
..i'V.

f*.-..K>.;

Two Bequests Increase *£?&*« jj™
Varied Chapel Talks
Scholarship Funds
Dr. Richard McKinney, the presThe sum of twenty thousand dollars has been given to Bates to be
used exclusively for scholarship
funds.
Under the will of Mrs. Blanche
Townsend Gilbert and her husband,
Arthur F. Gilbert, a fund of ten
thousand dollars has been left to
establish the "Gilbert-Townsend
Fellowship". The benefilts from the
fund are to go to undergraduates
(Continued on page six)

i\uuai\. it was "cic mat 110 vc&au

first. The only requirement is that

ident of Storer College, in West
Virginia will be the chapel speaker
at the assembly on October 23rd.
Accompanying him will be a negro
quartet made up of ttudents from
the well-known negro college.
On the 2Mb Dr. T. Z. Koo, secretary of the World Student Christian
Federation, will freak in assembly.
Dr. Koo was adviser to the Chinese
government at the San Francisco
conference

°.
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0Up> latra BtuiiMt
(FOUNDED IN 1873)

Editor-in-Chief

Coed-Ed Leaves States
With Saw And Hammer

JANICE PRINCE '47

By Nancy Prouty '48
(in June 18th, a group of 102
Managing Editor
. FLORENCE FURFEY '47 Youtli Hostlers sailed from Xew
(TeL 83357)
York Harbor on the troopship Ernie
Pyle, and I was fortunate enough
News Editor
MARJORIE HARVEY '47
to be among them. We were armed
(Tel. 3206)
with paint, shovejs, nails, saws,
News Editor
EDWARD WILD '47 powdered eggs and milk, raisins,
(TeL 83337)
cheese, sleeping bags, blue jeans,
Sports Editor
DAVID TILLSON '49 and a loi of enthusiasm. Our aim
was not only to do actual recons(TeL 83337)
truction work on three hostels, but
Business Manager
JEAN ROSEQUIST '47 to get to know the hostlers with
(Tel. 3207)
whom we would be working. In EuAdvertising Manager
CAMILLE CARLSON '47 rope we split into three groups,
(Tel. 3207)
and rotated between Holland, Luxemburg, and Fiance, each group
Circulation Manager
. MARGARET OVERTON '47 spending two weeks working at
(Tel. 3207)
each hostel.
Published weekly during the college year by the students of Bates College
We landed at Antweip. Belgium,
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office at Lewiston, Maine
and were soon initialed into the
ar,t of biking on cobblestones with
all our worldly goods lashed to
Waive Requirements . . .
the luggage carriers and handleAll of us are aware that the requirements of the program bars of our bikes. I am certain
for an A.B. or B.S. degree at Bates College have been laid out now, that my biking through Belgium with a box of Quaker Oats on
after, a thorough study by men expert in the field of educa- my handle bars, was an omen, for
tion. No one of us will deny that a graduate of Bates today few days passed during the whole
summer without at least Mia nn'ul
can claim a thorough background in the liberal arts or science
of if—thick, thin, lumpy, a.ni evei.
as he chooses.
dry. After the first iiay, most of
ug threw out the extra socks, dunBut we all remember 'that during the war the talk was
garees,
toothbrushes,
pajamas,
made that colleges and universities would be bending over forks, and plates. We learned what
backwards in their efforts to help the veteran. Yet one re- it Is to "travel light."

By Alfred W. Painter

(Tel. 3207)

quest seems to be consistently denied them—the waiving of
certain requirements.
Many of the men have only a semester or two to complete
before graduation, with good jobs waiting for their availability. We could cite the case of one man who has an excellent job waiting in the field of advertising. He was very anxious to take a certain course in Economics, in preparation
for this. He was prevented because of the conflict with a required course which he was not permitted to drop.
Other colleges and universities are waiving requirements,
including the neighboring college. Bowdoin. We do not mean
to apply this waiver to veterans who are just beginning their
college course and who will have ample opportunity to take
whatever courses they wish. But the interests of many of
the men have undergone a complete change during their
time in the service, and it seems that some allowance should
be made for these upperclassmen to graduate with the courses
they wish to include.
Janice L. Prince '47

Finances and Football
With the second home game of the season scheduled for
this week end and the championship series beginning the following one, a vital campus situation is brought sharply into
focus.—On our campus, there are many married students and
their wives who will not be able to attend these games;
The current policy regarding admission to athletic contests
requires that wives of students purchase regular tickets. For
football games, tickets range from $1.50 to $2.40, a sum
which makes a considerable dent in the ninety dollars a
month collected by married veterans. Accordingly, most
wives feel they cannot fit these football tickets into their
budget; and as a result, many couples are forced to stay
home these fine, autumn afternoons when the rest of the
college is crowding Garcelon Field.
One proposed remedy suggests that the five major organizations on campus—C. A., Stu-G, Stu^C, W.A.A. and Outing
Club—join in officially extending membership to all wives of
students on the strength of their husbands membership fee.
Such an arrangement would make the campus wives feel
more at home here and would bring them into a closer relationship with the college. More specifically, it would probably result in some concessions being made to enable wives
to attend the approaching football games.
In view of these facts, the proposed plan seems a good one
and one indicative of the friendly spirit of Bates. We are
looking forward to seeing all married students and their
wives at the remaining football' games!
Florence Furfey '47

The first hostel my group worked
on, was in Bergen on Zoom, Holland. During the war, the two
buildings were used first as a hospital for the overflowing of wounded, then as the headuarters of the
Dutch Nazis, and after the liberation, as a nursery for the children
jf quislings, lu '45 it was finally returned to the hostel's Mother and
Father, and in terrible condition.
The Germans hud ransacked HIP
two buildings taking anything they
thought desirable—and
ruining
what was left. Then the Dutch people who were left desolate, proceeded to help themselves to the remains. When we arrived "Mom and
Dud" had fixed up their own rooms.
and had had barracks beds donated
by the British army installed in
.he bunk rooms. We swarmed all
over the buildings—each person
assigned to a definite Job under
the direction of our own civil engineer. We plastered shell boles,
scraped paint, repaiuti-d, repaired
floors, installed glass windows,
filled in trenches, planted a garden and cleared away rubble. We
really worked- and it was fun.
Dutch hostlers often dropped in
and helped us for a day or two.
Before leaving Holland. "Dad and
Mother" insisted that we see Amsterdam. Rotterdam, and the Hague.
So We were all piled into a bus
and taken on an interesting two
day trip through these places. At
the Hague, we. in jeans and work
shirts, were formally received by
the Minister of Education of the
Netherlands. It was a trifle ridiculous. Everyone was dumfounded
when one of our youth gamboled up
to the Minister, slapped him on the
back, and boomed out, "Haven't 1
seen you somewhere before?"
The next four days, which we
spent biking from Holland through
Belgium to Luxemburg, were—shall
I say—an experience. We set off
in the rain—cobblestones in the
rain defy description -■and it rained
every day!! We carried our lunches of raisins, prunes and peanut
butiter sandwiches, jammed
into
the last cubic centimeter of our
saddle bags. I always had to thrust
mine in a pocket at the last
minute—and they never failed to
get soggy. One day we had 15 flats
out of the 33 bikes—and only hand
pumps with which to re-pump the
tires. It was so ridiculous that we
could only laugh ait ourselves. The
European
hostlers nearly died
laughing.
It was in Luxemburg that we
stayed in the beautiful medieval
castle of Ansemhourg. Built In the

Professors' Corner

Nancy Prouty
I lib. century, it 'has been loaned
by Ihe Count and Oountess ofi Ansemhourg to be u.-ed as a hostel.
The Germans had also left their
mark on this place, in the form of
rubble and general disfigurement.
We cut down bushes, cleared the
moat, ripped up the rotten floor in
one room. >put up a wall in another, W'hite washed, put up hooks,
spread hay to sleep on. and in general did n.id jobs to make the place
liveable.
The kitchen was our favorite
room. It was one vast gat hie vault
with coats of arms, columns, and a
gigantic fire place. All our meals
II should say oat-meals) were
cooked in two pails over an open
fire in the corner of the fireplace.
It was nice ,to sit after dark around
the hearth and sing and listen to
•the ghosts of former year-.
Here, again, they did not want
us to leave without seeing more of
their country. Several two and
three day biking
"trips
were
planned for us. and we were shown
the beautiful rolling Ardennes of
Luxemburg, the steeL working districi, and Luxemburg city. All the
people were kind and generous to
us. and we were heartily welcomed
wherever we went. However, the
time came all too soon w'hen we
had to leave our castle.
Our bikes were sent to Paris, and
we look the train to France. .On
he way. we spent two days in the
beautiful city of Geneva, and were
able to see much of the Swiss couniiyside. We all took a swian in the
clear waters of Lake Geneva, and
most of us took advantage of the
opportunity to wash our hair. The
group of ;i4 split here once more,
and went to three different French
hostels—one in ihe Juras, one in
the Pyrenees, and one in the Alps.
Twelve others and myself went to
an international hostel in a little
town near Brianeon in the Alps. It
was here that we finally realized
our adm of working with foreign
hostlers. Danes. English. French,
Belgians, and Americans all worked
together. The language we spoke
was a strange mixture of a91 the
tongues, but we got along amazingly well. On our days off, we
took several interesting mountain
climbs and played in the snow on
top of the Alps. The leader of this
project, Noel Vincent, was uhe
English scientist who had been in
charge oil "D Day's Operation
Pluto." He had everything planned
so that it went like clock-work.
And it was ihere that we worked
the hardest. We dug sand and
gravel, and pushed it up a hill in
wheelbarrows, tlhen mixed it into
cement and laid the floor. We also
plastered, carpentered, painted, and
on a co-operaitive basis, look turns
(Continued on page four)

I would like to puss on to you.
without comment, the following
story that was written anonymously by a reecnt student at the
University of Chicago. The story
deals dramatically with a very real
and personal problem that every
generation must face. I would welcome any gems of thought that
may be stimulated by the reading
of this story.
Not so many millions of years
ago. when ontogeny first started
recapitulating phylogeny in a imore
complete manner, a curious thing
happened. Man. such as he was, began asking 'himself strange and various questions that were none of
his business. "Who made the birds
and the bees and poor little Pithecanthropus me" he would ponder.
Many years went by. and just as he
was about to decide that it was a
prime mover or u first cause or a
monad, he stumbled upon a very
elucidating publication. "God made
the universe," it said, and he was
very happy to learn that and he
believed It. and ,took unto himself
religion.
Then another very curious thing
happened! The Hist Skeptic was
born. And HE began asking HIMSELF strange and various questions that were none of HIS business. "What is this religion?" he
asked. "Who is this God? I cannot

Debaters Send Thanks
In Report From Halifax
Halifax, N. S.
October 8, 1946
Dear "Jinx":
The first 600 miles of our trip are
behind us, and as we pause here in
Halifax before boarding the Canard
Line's S.S. Scythia, Ed and I wanted to take this opportunity to say
a few words to the student body,
words that did not come easily to
our tongues Sunday night because
the very size and warmth of the
send-off took us by complete surprise and because we were filled
with mixed emotions of joy that our
fellow students should give us such
a regal send-off and sadness at the
thought of being away from campus
classes, activities, and our friends
for so long a period as two months.
First, we would like to thank all
those who so willingly sacrificed
their sleep in order to go down to
see us off. It came as a complete
surprise to us, and the memory of
that night will serve to keep Bates
very close to our hearts while we
are away.
Secondly, we wish to thank the
Debating Council for the wonderful surprise party and gifts. We
thought we were going to Chase
Hall for a last minute conference
and
pep talk
from
Professor
Quimby!
Thirdly, we would like to say that
if the student body has so much
spirit and enthusiasm that they
could plan such a marvelous surprise send-off for us, Bates is in for
an outstanding year, and we hope
the same spirit and enthusiasm will
be given to our football team. Inasmuch as we are to miss seeing the
games, we hope we can return and
hear that Bates was the winner of
the State Championship!
Ed and I ate lunch at St. John,
New Brunswick, and dinner at
Moneton, N. B. At each place we
saw sirloin steaks for 60c, and TBone steaks for 80c, but unfortunately had time for only quicklyprepared service. We made up our
minds that today we wou'.d get ourselves great big steaks such as we
had seen on other people's plates in
Moneton. The menu this noon listed
"Hot Roast Beef Sandwiches, 20c,
Sirloin Steak, 60c, T-Bone Steak,
80c." Our mouths watered as we ordered, but we almost cried when the
waitress replied — "Meatless Tuesday"!
Cordially,
Norm Temple,

Ed Dunn.

see him or hear him. I do not tl.j,
there Is such a thing."
Long after this gentleman ..
been burned at the stake, and a,many curious divine rightist m
arona were beheaded, the desi dants of Uie first Skeptic man.
solemn pact. "We will go into a
world and atone for the death ,
our ancestor," they vowed. "\
will spread doubt and skeptici.J
We will call ourselves the 'Holy J
der of the Atheists.'" And t.,
went out into the world and s,
of them died in fox-holes and suj
of them became Communists a
one of them took on a very
usual form.
It looked like a maji and talh
like a man, but said It was a scttj
list. "I am a scientist," It said
am rational, objective and hon-s|
I search after Truth which Is i
rested to me not by Scriptude, i
by pure Science. Experimentatio
observation and integration are
Hods, and any false prophets sucj
is Je-us Christ have misled y.
Some people didn't quite kiaM
MUM to make of this curious mu:|
tion.
"He will suffer beyond hx
endurance." they said, "and final:
he will believe in God."
"He will make many experime
in his laboratory," they said, ";,.]
finally he will believe that .th, |
is One who knows more than J
does."
But the Scientist, when he be I
ered to answer them at all, I.J
very clear, logical answers. "I w ]
observe and experiment and lot]
grate." he replied, "and some dJ
I will know all the secrets of t:
Universe."
Then the scientist got togettiwith some other scientists and j
sected an atom. "We have harm- '
ed the sun's energy," they gcoft- ,
(Continued on page four)

"We've Got It"
. . . But do we want It? It's ha:
to gild a lily but impossible to gi'.
a gossip-column; so we've b>-€
thinking. What's really news J
could hardly print, and the ral
has traveled the inveterate v..
before we go to press. So this w. ■ [
we've decided to leave the goss.
to ihe "sowing circles" and let yi
reap the harvests on your own
so while you're looking 'round a:)
down we'll be looking up at sa
phire skies and swirling leaves
Proof that Sunday was a da\
days was when the biology dep u
ment threw discretion to the wi.
and putting on dark glasses .-..:
gered out of the dark dank confi:..
of the lab into the daylight. SI >
ly. painfully shapes and shad, one
took on color, and they set off : 'ori
a big holiday — off to visit mud:
pools, and sluggish rivers — off :"<
a day of leeching — and to thi:^
how many of us waltzed up I
Thorncrag without so much as ;
thought for the leech.
Has anybody found a fresh n..
yet? We'd like to put in a cou;>
of plugs for them hut well ha<
to wait till they come out of u
woods. One peachy-la has m-i
the first thrust on 'her name, aloai
Speaking of the fall we well
pleasantly surprised to see -'-1
nature-loving Bowdoin man at ::,J
game Saturday enjoying the into<]
eating fall weather. In fact as * \
watched (him . chasing whirls j
leaves 'round and 'round in v> • j
abandon the more he whirled : - J
dipped the more we wondered li |
much blatme to put on the stimu .:•• I
ing weather. The picture oJ Pa:|
he rfas, dancing through the <■>'■■
lit reds and yellows with Bact r
himself tucked into his hip pock> 1
There's lot more on week-ec 1
wives, tradition dances, forty--'Buicks, and purple passion par!' |
so take to the vine.
See yuh.
Kit 'n Millie !
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Bates Sets Out To Even Northeastern Series
Bates is out

Arnie Card, Shifty Back, Sparks
Team In First Three Victories

Bobcats Jolt Jumbos Reviewer Finds
With 19-6 Decision Balanced Team
our Bobcats have done it again!
,,:, Saturday afternoon before a
r.,: .isan Tufts crowd, we humbled
l:.u home team 19-6 by means of a
powerful running attack which
.aured the line Lhrusts otf Arnie
, ..id and Art Blanchard. This, our
.id straight triumph, provides
,.,e Garnet boosters the most
,,,.y've had to howl about in many
g moon.
I he gauie in the flrst quarter
„aj cautiously played as both
....anerbacks attempted to feel out
,:..-ir opponents. Midway in the
_,, ond quarter the Bobcats initiat,,i a drive from the Jumbo 40
„iiich was highlighted by Card
;„:jsts,
Blanchard
bucks, and
tiovriett reverses. After a series of
D plays
Card drove off-tackle
...mi the 3 to score. Blanchard's
p. i feet placement gave us a 7-0
..•ad.

New Cheerleaders
Plan Pep Rallies
The Northeastern game Saturday afternoon will see an enthusiastic new Bates cheering squad
officially leading Garnet voices for
the first time in an entirely new
and different ret of cheers (copied
after Army's we're told.) The big
new squad of thirteen, selected, in
Monday's tryouts, lias been making
plans for pep rallies before every
.State Series game. It's rumored
that startling developments are
afoot and one source has it that
one of the rallies is to be honored
by tihe special appearance of Bates'
renowned Mayor John "Lincoln"
Dyer.

Before Bates students were well
aware of it a well balanced Garnet
gridiron eleven had taken its first
two games in stride with 6-0 and
25-0 yictories over Massachusetts
State and Trinity Colleges respectively.
The Bobcats were a little slow in
their post-war debut on Garcelon
Field but forced the play at every
point and were by far the superior
team, showing up well under Coach
Ponds tutelage.
A late fourth period touchdown
by Arnie Card was the important
tally that broke up an oth-r-vise
scoreless game. The Bobcats, had
previously threatened several times,
with two attempted field goals missing the uprights.

FRANGEDAKIS

Restaurant

PLAZA
Grill

HAYES VARIETY SHOP, INC.

r-SiJ|

tiei

FILMS DEVELOPED and PRINTED
40 ASH STREET

to the freshmen and. explained, the I .

CORNER OF PARK

rinrrt nf Rates' d'fihftHne. The

Ray's I.G.A. Store

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

"Rear of Lewiston Post Office"
Shirt Work A Specialty

even

up

the

in 1938. So far the Bobcats hold
two decisions 10-7 in 1939 and 120
In 1942 while the Huskies were on

Now that the Bobcats are wellunder way, having defeated three
strong contenders. Mass State,
Tufts, and Trinity, let me present
one of the reasons for their backfield punch—ARNOLD F. (Arnie)
CARD.

the long end of the count in '38,
'40, and '41.
Coach Pond -told me today that
we would probably be without the
services of Norm Parent and Lindy
Blanchard for Saturday's „'aaie. II3
stressed the point that blocking on
points after touch-down tries was
ragged and our defense still needs
lots of work.

Arnie stands 5 ft. 10 in., weighs
. 16 lbs., is 25 years old, a senior, and
student assistant in the Geology
Department. He came to Bates as
a member of the class of 1944, after
attaining renown in athletic participation at Edward Little High
School in Auburn. He received bis
varsity letter in football in '41 and
'42; in basketball in '42, '43 and '46;
and in baseball in '42 and '46. Arnie
left college in February 1943 to become a member of the Army Air
Force and after a normal tour of
duty, wound up as an instructor at
the San Angelo Bombardier School
in Texas, until December 1945,
when he received his honorable discharge. He returned to Bates at
once, and resumed his sterling athletic career. This shifty back is
slated for a great deal of play
throughout the rest of the season
and his broken field running will
keep you on the edge of your seat.
Arnie was a standout against Mass
State.

The deciding factor of the game
came when Card stole the ball from
a Mass halfback who was returning
a punt. That gave Bates possession
of the ball on the opponents' thirty
We'll get our first glimpse of the yard line. Seven plays brought the
new cheerleaders at the Northeast- pigskin to the six inch line from
Apparently rattled by the sudera rally this week. Much practice where Card registered.
i turn of events. Tufts receiver
»y fellows and Coeds will be needkick-off and turned to the ail
A strong Bobcat defense kept the
jd to perfect the new cheers by opposition out of Bates territory
,wping to knot the count. Cara
.;ametime Saturday.
and they never threatened. The lim
mice more "Johnny-ou-Uhe-spot",
The five male cheerleaders are and backfield put on an equally efii,:ercepted the aerial and leggeu
IL 40 yards down the right side- Dave Whitmore, Jim Facos, Gil fective performance. Norm Parent
Morin, Wee Baker, and Bud Weis- played his first game at center and
,ine into paydirt.
man. The eight Coeds are Carolyn looked like a veteran. Those playing
Tufts came back in the second
Hobbs, Twink Hudson, Marilyn besides the starting eleven were
ball, a reuvenated ball club. TakConnors, Record, Demarco, Swasey,
,..g the kick-off they marched all Davis. Elie Wohn. Barbara Steb- Larrabee,
Angelosante,
Perham.
bins. Scotty- Mason, Ruth Copes,
He way to our twenty before they
Haines, Heap, and Scott.
ere halted. Tufts, however, wat ind one bibbed freshman. Jimmy
Then the Bobcats traveled to
Knight.
not to be denied and soon after paHartford to engage a Trinity eleven
raded 40 yards to score. Rutter, a
of unknown calibre.
standout back for the Mefordites
SPORTS CALENDAR
Receiving excellent blocking by
ill afternoon, dashed 20 yards on
Thurs. 17
their heavy and efficient line, the
i reverse for their lone toucbJohn Bertram vs. Roger
"mighty atoms", namely the backlown.
Bifl 3:30 (intramural opener)
field composed of Joe LaRochelle,
1 lie home team expected the roof
Art Blanchard, Arnie Card, and AlFrl. 18
tu tall in on the visitors and had
len Howlett roamed through and
BOBCAT JAVEES vs. Maine
visions of a victory but this was
around the Trinity line at will and
Central Institute, home
.ut to be. This Tuftsdrive proved
scored once in each of the first two
Sat. 19
f is last boll for our boys caime right
quarters and twice in the third for
BATES TRACK team vs. U.
.ick with a 4<o yard scoring drive
a total of 25 points. The Garnet
Maine, home.
was still weak in the extra point dei the final siauza. This thrust was
Sat. 19
partment, however, and only the
iade possible by a Blanchard to
BATES BOBCATS vs. Northlast of four attempts was successful.
. M-.uochelle flat pass good for twenty
eastern, 2:00. home.
yards. Blanchard, a boy raised
Blanchard threw a short pass to
Mon. 21
n^ht around the corner from tlie
end Joyce for the first score and
Smith
Middle
vs. Smith
"ufts oval, climaxed the drive with
tallied the second one himself afSouth, 3:30.
i 2 yard scoring plunge. The gun
ter a fourteen yard run. Auburn's
Wed. 23
»<-nt off following an unsuccessful
Arnie Card scampered over the line
BOBCAT JAVEES vs. Coburn
twice and the Bobcats were the vic■iley of Tufts desperation heaves.
Classical, home.
tors by a comfortable margin. The
Things looked black in the firs;
Wed. 23
very efficient blocking of Joe LanM'iod when Norm Parent was seRochelle received special commenOff-Campus vs. Smith North.
iously injured but Angelosante,
dation and together with the work
art iis understudy, played a brililant
of the line, enabled the other three
WANTED: Several sportswrltndd ;ame. Here's hoping to have both
backs to make many sizeable gains.
ers. A Co-ed is needed to cover
tag N in and Lindy Blanchard back
The opposition was big but slow
WAA.
Writers
are
needs
to
in*
- week end. Card was again a
and were inexperienced with their
cover
Intramural
Football
and
owStandout on offense as was LaroT formation.
report Track events.
DW:
helle on defense. Phil Barnhardt.
Coaches Pond and Petro took a
Referees
and
Score
Keepers
ft
uriner V-I£er up here during the
squad of twenty-eight on the trip,
for Intramural Football.
ddj^-ir. was far and away the outand everybody played in the final
flOi
anding performer for the losers. sle with the Huskies, See you quarter.
inlfli as team certainly rates a full
there!
—Gene Zelch.
t "use here Saturday for their tus—Dan Carmen
s 4
For That . . .
nai
EVENING SNACK
ip''
a\<
th<
ad(
Three Minutes From Campus
me
Where The Food Is
reri
95 ELM ST.
ou165 Main St.
Lewis ton
Always Good
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
thj
ox?
Telephone 1806
Phone 1540-1541
MAIN ST.
LEWISTON
w>
linsB
wild
an
low
FORMERLY MANAGED HAYES DINER
ilat
*mn
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
TOBACCO and CANDY
ran
INC.
hu
193 Middle Street
GREETING CARDS
ke'
•en
Tel. 29
TOYS and NOVELTIES

to

series against Northeastern started

Duck feels that on the whole we
should do pretty well Saturday.
Coach "Let the Indian i an" Pedro
commented, "We anust DIG. DIG.
DIO.
Last Saturday Bates was the only
State Teaon to chalk up a victory
as they blasted Tufts 19-6. This extends the Bobcat victory streak to
three straight and pares the way
for the Garnet home game next
week with Northeastern. This will
be the first contest that the Pondmen will play in front of a Bates
College cheering section.

From the ladies' viewpoint, it
might be added that while in Texas, right from under the noses of h
Arnie spied a very gorgeous crea-; countrymen. He now reposes amid
ture, and turning on that Northern the confusion of married liffe.
charm, snatched this Southern belle
—Bill Simpson 50.

The Northeastern Huskies have
dropped one decision, to Bos'on
University, but prior to that pushed
past Springfield 6-0 in their opener
and repeated with a 13-7 win over
Maine. The outcome of Saturday's
game will give us an idea of Bates'
chances against Maint October 26,
at Orono. Northeastern is an airminded ball club and will give our
pass defense men their first real
workout Saturday. Sparked by two
triples threat half-backs. Otonli
and Foster, they will make it a
hot afternoon at Garcelon. That's
for sure. Up from their forward
wall will equal ours in weig.it and
is well anchored by Manjo at the
tackle post and Erikson, possibly
their best lineman, at the guard
position. The Huskies will work
from a formation as did Trinity
two weeks ago.

J. B. And Roger Bill
Jpen Series Today

Bates Loses "Buck"
Spinks To U.S. Army

This afternoon will see the opening of the first intramural football
schedule here since the war when
Bertram, last year's softball champions, will tangle with Roger Bill.
A fall schedule of fifteen games is
planned wihich barring early snows
will be run off between tomorrow
and November 20. Each of the six
teams will play five games. And
all games will be played on Garcelon Field at 3:30, Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays.

Ex-Lieutenant
Colonel
Leslie
"Buck" Spinks, gym instructor and
head basketball coach at Bates, is
now, to the misfortune of Bobcat
courtmen, minues the Ex. Buck,
genial. Southern, very well-liked by
both his gym classes and baskstbal squads is back in the Army.
—John Heckler
He re-enlisted during the vacation.
Coach Spinks had been ou,t of
the service only a year after serving in Europe through most of the
war before his re-enlistment and
Starting lineup of the first two
had piloted Uhe Bobcats to a secgames:
ond place berth in the State
le, Joyce
stsuidings last season despite losIt, Shea
ing several very close games. Buck
flrst came here in 1929 coaching 11
It, Stone
years until he was called to active
c. Parent
duty in 1940 from his reserve status
rg, L. Blanchard
in the U. S. Army.
rt, Leahy
According to a recent message
re, Cunnane
from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas,
qb, Card
where he is at the Command and

Sponsored
by
Monty Moore's
Physical
Ed.
departmemL
the
leage will be managed by Larry
Carey, last year's able organizer,
assisted by Dick Flannagan, Student Council representative who
has appointed a manager for each
dorm teaim.
borne of this year's rules are as
follows: No one who is a member
of either or Varsity or JaVee football squads, or the track squad can
participate. Teams will consist of
eight men. five linemen and three
backs. Only ends and back* may
receive passes and handle the ball.
A runner to be "down" must be
touched by both hands of an opponent simultaneously. Each game will
consist of four ten minutes periods.

Bobcat Lineup

Staff College (2nd highest military
school run by the War Department). Buck, in association with
officers from 10 foreign countries,
is studying some 12 hours a day.
He says he now knows how Bates
veterans feel after being away

lh, Howlett
rh, A. Blanchard
fb. LaRochelle

Spofiard Club Holds
Discussion Of Novel

Oct. 23—
Off-ampus vs. North
Spofford Club opened Oct 15 at
The elaborate system of awards Oct. 26—
the home of Dr. Wright with a
which has been worked out to
J.B. vs. Mlddla
discussion of Fyodor Dostoyevsky's
cover intramural activities through- Oct. 28—
novel "The Brothers Karamazov".
out the whole year has arranged
Middle vs. North
Topic guides were given by Eliza(13 that every player from each Oct. 30—
beth Williams, Don Cobb, Ruth
pennant winning dorm in each
Roger Bill vs. South
Barba. and Barbara Chandler.
sport will receive a certificate of Nov. 1—
Plans for the coming year inmerit and (2) that an individual
J. B. vs. Off-Campus
clude lectures, discussions and a
"point" scoring record will be Nov. 4—
renewed emphasis on the analysis
kept. All players on every winning
Roger Bill vs. Middle
of stories, poems, and essays subteaan in each game will receive ten Nov. 6—
mited by contributors.
"points". Players on every losing
Off-Campus vs. South
Officers for the school year are:
team all year will receive five Nov. 8—
President, Ruth Barbara, and secpoints. Individual scores in the anRoger Bill vs. North
retary-treasurer, Caroline Booth.
nual track meet will be counted Nov. 12—J. B. vs. South
double. In June, Monty Moore will Nov. 13—
from school for a long time and
Off-Campus vs. Roger* Bill
award the twenty players with the
then attempting to return. Buck Is
highest "point" scores with twenty Nov. 15—
in the Personnel Division of the
small medals, shiny and very imNorth vs. South
college and is studying among othNov. 18—
pressive.
er things advanced psychology and
Middle vs. Off-Campus
The football schedule follows:
sociology.
Nov. 20—
Oct. 17—
The Army's gain is Bates' loss
J. B. vs. North
John Bertram vs. Roger Bill
and
it will be no small job to reGames to be pllayed at 3:30 at
place Buck. He was a very patient,
3arcelon Field.
Oct. 21—
very friendly, and very able coach.
Middle vs. South
Wanted! Referees.

debate on tne same topic, next

I rvuuaft. it was ucit uiai uc ucgou i uon
flrat Thfl nnlv TAniiirpment. I« that 1
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Freshmen Meet
Stanton Tradition
For many hitherto unenlightened
freshmen, a question has been answered. When faculty and upper
classmen talked about the Stanton Ride, the Frosh wondered if
it were a horseback contest, a
sight-seing tour or a hay ride. On
Saturday, October 5, the puzzle was
solved.
Promptly at twelve o'clock, busses chock full of dungaree-clad,
howling students started for the
pioturesque pine grove, site of the
expedition. The fact that non-coeducation rules had been suspended did nothing to hinder the excited flow of chatter and the singing
oti college songs.
When they arrived at their destination, the group began a search
tor green sticks for roasting hotdogs and they hacked away determinedly at trees with everything
from pen knives to hunting knives.
After consuming quantities of apples,
coffee
and frankfurters
spread with mustard, relish and
wood ashes, a group picture was
taken and kames were played.
The highlight of the program
was Dean Rowe's stories of Uncle
Johnny Stanton. Here, at last, was
an opportunity to learn many of
the traditions which surround the
famous namesake of the Stanton
Elm. During the trek homeward
over the hills to the busses, the
group hiked over the same trails
that Uncle Johnny had known and
loved.

Outing Club Schedules Trip To
Tumbledown Mountain, Sunday
The Outing Club's trip to. Saddle
back Mountain, cancelled last Sunday because of the threat of rain,
will be held this coming Sunday,
Oct. 20, with die exception that
the trip will be run to TuanibledoWK
Mountain.
Sign-up wili be held
Thursday afternoon at 1:15 in the
library. First preference will go to
those who signed up last week, but
it will be necessary for those people to sign up again, in order to
keep the records straight. The cost
will be 50c per student. The busses will leave at 8:30 A. M. from
in back of Parker Hall. Watch the
Outing Club bulletin board in the
library for further announcements.
*

♦

*

A work trip on the Appalachian
Trail in the vicinity of lie Rangeley Lakes is scheduled for Sunday,
Oct. 20. Cars will leave the college at 4:00 A. M., returning to
campus at about 7:00 P. M. This
trip will be co-ed, and will .be limited to a total of 20 students. All expenses will be paid by the Outing
Club. The work will consist of
clearing the trail. Those interested
are asked to see either Dick Baldwin (Smith Hall North) or Jinx
Prince (Rand Hall).

* * •
The Outing Club wishes to lake
this opportunity to especially invite
members of the faculty to the open
house at Thorncrag on Sunday
afternoon, from 2 to 5 P. M. It is

CALENDAR
On the ride back, everybody com- Wednesday—October 16
pared scraitched knees, boasted of
Business Meeting of Robinson
the number of hot-dogs they had
Players and Heelers: Little Theatre 8:15-9:15.
eaten and talked of the beauties of
the Maine countryside. Tired but THURSDAY—October 17
happy, the group returned to the
Supper Meeting of Lambda Alpha
campus, full of more traditions of
Society 5:30-7:00.
Hates college life.
Student Council—Second Semester Freshman Assembly: Little
Theatre 8:45-9:15.
SATURDAY—October 19
WAA Bike-Hike 2:15-5:30.
TUESDAY—October 22
B. C. A. Monthly
Commission
Meeting 6:45-8:00.
The Canterbury Club, the college
ssssi
!B-tavY«
B....V sea
organization for Episcopal students,
held its first meeting of the year
with a reception at the Trinity
Church Rectory last Sunday night.
The Rev. and Mrs. John Bowers
were the ihosts tor the evening.
Bishop Loring was present and
Mademoiselle, the Magazine for
In a short address welcomed the Smart Young Women, is offering
students to the diocese of Maine. college co-eds a chance to compete
Among the quests of honor were for the Mile. College Board and become a Mile. College Guest Editor.
Mrs. Loring, the Rev. and Mrs.
This is to help college girls find
Robert Sweetser of St. Michael's
their especial vocation and to keep
Church. Auburn. Professor and Mrs.
the magazine abreast of new colWhlteholm and Professor and Mrs. lege ideas and fads. The closing
Seward.
date for this competition is NovemBarbara Chandler, president of ber 1, 1946, so see the bulletin board
the Canterbury Club, outlined the in Rand Hall, bottom of freshman
program for the year which will stairs, for the necessary details.
concUt of alternating formal meet- Here's your chance, girls, to comings and social gatherings. On Sun- bine college and a career while
day, October 27. Canon Whipple working for a well known magawill report to the club on the Gen- zine.

Canterbury Club Holds
Reception At Church

"Mile." Contest Open
To Junior Students

eral Convention.

Courtesy

BOSTON TEA STORE
S. S. Woodbury, Prop.
Fancy
Groceries and
Confectionery
Telephone 153

-

Quality

-

Service

You've Tried the Rest, Now Try
the Best
SAM'S Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.
Tel. 83325
Opp. St. Joseph's Church

Squad Prepares
To Meet Maine

hoped that the students and the
faculty will find this open house . Coach Thompson's twenty man
Cross Country squad, the first here
a chance to mix informally.
since the war, is working out hard
• » *
Any students interested in organ- this week for .the season opener
izing either an overnight trip to here Saturday against the tough
Sabattus cabin or an all-day Sunday University of Maine team led by
national
champion.
Lloyd
canoe trip on Dead river may check t
Blethens.
Fred
Gates, Jascha
with Dick Baldwin for details. Both
of these trips are restricted to French, E. R. Smith, Bob Vernon.
Diz Disnard, winner of last spring's
either all men or all women.
Portland Marathon, and others who
have already run the course many
times. Seven runners will be selected today or tomorrow to run the
(Continued from page two)
"it was as of nothing. We will go to tough four mile course which
from Garcelon
Field
the moon. We will invent Nylon stretches
across the airport to the ski slope
bristles in your Heaven."
"You will wind up in Hell." an- near Thorncrag. Bates and Maine
will both run seven man teams alswered the Believers.
Then the Scientists encased though only ten men figure in the
themselves in lead and steel and scoring. The first ten men crossing
made a bomb of atoms and blew ihe tape (five on each side) count
away all the religionists and the from one to ten in order ofi their
heretics who did not believe in scoring. Thus in Cross Country the
lower score wins.
Science.
For many years the Scientists
The Maine meet will be the only
lived all by themselves. They built contest at home ithis year for the
many machines and cheery air-con- Bates squad. The Middlebury and
ditioned laboratories, but some- Bowdoin meets will be away as
times they were sorry that they will tlie State Meet which will be
had destroyed all the irrational held at Augusta.
People because they found that obThe Bobcat roster includes at
ective thinking wasn't half so
least fourteen experienced runmuch fun win en everyone was loginers, five of whom are seniors, six
cal and right all the time. Their
juniors. Besides
those already
biggest difficulty arose when two
named, Bates trackmen who have
different Scientists arrived at two
been running for at least a week
different answers to one problem,
are Mayor John Dyer. Joe Brown,
and no one could find any errors
Paul Cox, Burt Hammond, Rog
in either of their logistics.
Howard, Fred Jones, Jim Mahany.
One of the scientists pondered
Dwight Ouigley, Ev Tuttle, H.
this weird phenomenon. He took
Welch.
Chandler Lord, Joe Mitchell,
out Ma rationalizing machine and
Hutchinson. Turkeltaub. and Tibtalked to it.
ery.
"Perhaps our
logicis
not
enough," he said.
"Logic is obective and scienti- been deceived. We, loo, have been
fic," replied the machine.
following a God, •blindly."
"But perhaps Science is wrong
"My goodness. Jones, you are
sometimes."
ooking mighUy irrational thi
"Science is always right," said morning." said Smith over his pothe machine.
tassium permanganate.
"How do I know that it is al"But it is true!" shouted Jones.
ways right?"
"You have experimental data?"
"A scientist believes in Science.'
asked
Smith.
replied the machine.

Professors' Corner

With Saw, Hammer
Co-Ed Leaves States
(Continued from page two)
cooking and was»hing. The spirit
was something wonderful. Usually
we ate dinner outside at a long
table—about thirty of. us. And as
we ate, we could watch the sun set.
reflecting itself over and over on
the majestic peaks. And as twilight
deepened into night, the French
boys sang folk songs.—beautifully
harmonized—and Che moon rose
and transfigured the mountains.
And the food dried on the dishes,
and no-one cared—uaiil we had to
wash them, that is. It was a wonerful thing to be able to share
such a mood with so many different people and know that this was
one thing we all understood.
Now our work was done. The
main group went immediaitely to
Paris. Five others and myself delayed a few days to visit the
Riviera and the Roman ruins at
Aries, Nimes, and Avignon before
meeting the others in Paris. There,
of course, we visited all the main
points of interest—even to attending Uie grand operas in plays tits
and shorts.

N.P.A. Announces 1
Poetry Contest
To all students interested in gf
ting their poetry in print the Na I
tional
Poetry
Association
an
nounces that up till Nov. 5, thti]
will accept manuscripts for the Ai..j
nual Anthology of College Poeti
All college students are cordially i
vited to submit verse for publicatic
There will be no charge for incl J
sion of verse in the Anthology ai I
it offers an excellent opportuni;
for would-be poets to compare thti:.
work with that of other college stu
dents. Your name, home addrt-.jj
and name of the school must appe I
on each entry submitted plus ti.-T
statement "The verse entitled '— -I
is my own personal effort." EntrivJ
should be sent to: National Poet
Association, 210 Selby Avenue, Li
Angeles 34, California.
.
1
Le Havre the 6th, and sailed weward, most of us leaving bik...
jacket-, sweaters, blue jeans, a:, fra
many new friends behind. We lai. on
ed in New York the 14th anJ
docked in spite of the strike. Load
er with knapsacks, we disembark,
and pusihed our way through •
double picket line. We were aU .;'
cited and could not get over htj
ing everyone spea_k English. Th,j
first words spoken to me Iby J
American on American soil w»i*|
I think, worth repeating. A polkt
man. keeping the line in orde.-j
growled at ime "Keep it movii,.sister!"

"The Sugar Bowl" is a name
which shall always be imposed in
gold upon my memory. It is US.
Army PX" right off Blvd. Haussmann" where any American citizen
can enter on his passport. At 5:30
every day (closing time at the
Louvre) we all met there and ate.
in rapid succession, several realhonest-to-goodness American sundaes and sodas. Ah—heaven could
So i kept moving, and finally a.
be no better than this!
rived back here at Bates with m;.i.
When we discovered that the new thoughts, ideas, and new rtaJ
sailing date of the "SS Washington" tions to old things. To all of yo
had been postponed until the &th who ask me if "k was worth it.
of September, we all made excited answer—"It certainly was!! It wa
plans for our last precious days. even worth having to make up lai
By this time, only about twenty of semester's finals this year. I l.k
the whole group were left, the to think that in clearing away >..
others having sailed on the "Ar- Die, we were also clearing an*
gentina" a week earlier. Some took suspicion. And in putting in pan
off immediately for England, where of glass, we were letting in s»i»j Re
they spent a week in and around sunshine. And in laying a cenie.
London. A few remained in Paris, floor together with these yotu
and a couple of us visited (he European men and women, »
cathedral at Rhelms and returned were somehow building a found
to Belgium to visit as many castles,
tion in friendship. That founda
museums, and medieval towns as
time allowed. Someone must have is What the world has needed

"Yes!" answered Jones wildly.
"Then Science is only blind
"You know the penalty for forged
faith?" screamed the Scientist.
broken the hourglass, however, for a long time, and I sincerely 1
"But we have destroyed millions data, Jones?"
the sand Wowed out too fast.
that many of you will have thfr
of people for believing in a Faith
"Yes, yes, but I am positive."
We boarded the "Washington" at port unity to build on it.
that wasn't any less rational than
"In that case I suggest we rethat!J" He ripped apart the machine lease another uranium capsule and
and burst in upon his colleague* blow ourselves .to smithereens." rewho were busy in their labora- plied Smith.
tories.
"I second Dhe motion." said a
"Gentlemen." he cried, "we have second scientist.
The Age of Reason recapitulated.
DORA CLARK TASH
STUDIOS
College Photographer for 25 Years
125 Main St.
Telephone 228
Lewiston, Me.

HALL & KNIGHT
HARDWARE CO.
HARDWARE and
SPORTING GOODS
20-22 Chapel Street
Lewiston
Maine

249 Main St.
Compliments of

Mary's Candy Shop

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

235 MAIN STREET
Lewiston

Maine

SUNRISE SANDWICH BAR
FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
In Cool Air Conditioned

. . . SPECIALIZING IN . . .
LOBSTER

Pleasant Surroundings

HAMBURGERS

Nichols Restaurant
162 Lisbon Street

Lewiston, Me.

FRANKFURTS
57 ELM STREET
(Opposite Geo. Ross)

4:00 P. M. to 12:00 P. M.
From 10:30 A. M. Fri. & Sat.

TeL 474-W
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Temple And Dunn Prepare For
Discussions As Well As Debates
■t-

an-

nyuiid

?ar
the

(Continued from page one)
Canada and here in 1908-09. Deuates with Oxflord, both there and
in 1921-22. Bates
uere, followed
nas had more than 50 international
uebates and has entertained, here
j Lewiaton, teams from England,
colland, Germany, New Zealand,
nd Australia, as well as from the
l uiversities of the Philippines,
.viwaii and Porto Rico. In 19-8,
Hates even sent a debate around
ihe world.
This trip constitutes our fourth
iip to England and second to
r-.otland, and each time it seems
, get harder. Now, Ed and Norm
ot only have to know how to deate but they must be and are
prepared to talk on various aspects
the American scene and take
part in bull sessions, since the purose of this trip is to facilitate a
nank exchange of Student opinion
a world matters. The boys are
ilso carrying quantities of literaure on Bates and the state ot
Maine and expect to extoll the
tues of one as a place to work
and the other as a place to play;
both for both.
The procedure of debate to be
illowed will be the Parliamentary, non-decision type where each
iebater has from ten to twentyuinutes for his presentation and
hen time Is spent answering any
questions from the House. The five
propositions which will be debated
are;
Resolved, That Great Britain and
the United States should fiorm
an alliance. (Dunn takes the
affirmative. Temple the negative) .
Resolved, That the Government
should provide for full employment. (Bates takes the negative).
Resolved, That the Government
should provide a system of
complete medical care available to all citizens at public ex
pense. (Bates lakes the Neg

Debating Tryouts
There will be a meeting for all
new people, either freshmen or upperclassmen, who are interested in
trying out for the freshman or varsity debating squads. This meeting
will be held in the Debate Room,
Chase Hall, during chapel period on
this coming Saturday, the 19th of
October. All students interested are
asked to attend.
Meanwhile the annual practice
debate tryouts for the present members of the squads are being held
during the next two weeks on the
question of Socialized Medicine. The
squads for this year will be chosen
from the results of these tryouts,

Bates-On-The-Air
The first radio program for
Bates College-on-the-Air went
out over WCOU yesterday afternoon, Wednesday, Oct. 16,
at 4:00. The program consisted
of five interviews with Marcia
Wilson Wi8wall acting as Mistress of Ceremony and Harve
Morris in the capacity of announcer. The Radio Class is
under the direction of Miss
Lydia Frank with Florence
Furfey as student assistant.
ative).
Resolved, That Advertisement Is
a curse on our civilization.
(Bates takes the afirmative).
Resolved, That Patriotism is the
last refuge of a scoundrel,
iBates takes the negative).
Exact dates for each debate and
the times of arrival and departure
at each University have been arranged by Miss Vivian Shoesmith
an behalf of the National Union of
Students in England, and Mr.
George gangster on behalf of the
Students' Representative Council
In Scotland. The boys will be entertained at the expense of each
local University Union but Bates
pays their travelling expenses.

FIVE

Hostelers See United States And Canada
In Two Months' Trip By Bike And
By Jane Blossom '47
Ten thousand miles seemed an tains are truly red and the bears
awful long way to us — Penny (who reside at the town dump)
McDonald, Nan Pearson, Ellie trot along beside you on the main
Wohn and me — especially after the street.
first three miles on a freshly tarred
Vancouver meant losing our
road that terrifically hot day in June "iron horse" home; and we took to
when we set out from Northfield, the sea for Victoria, the "little bit
Mass., on our cross-country tour of of olde England". Picture flowerpots on the lamp-posts, horsedrawn "cabbies", and "bobbies",
and in the picnic grounds, knotty
"seat" trees and spigots for HOT
water for that "spot of tea"! This
meant our last stop in Canada; and
we were genuinely sorry, for Canada and Canadians are topsl

Boston Globe Reopens
Fellowship Competition
The Boston Globe World War II
Memorial Fellowships, first announced last spring, will be reopened to eligible applicants the first
two weeks of October. The Fellowships will give ten New England
college undergraduates $1,000 each
towards a year of study or travel
within the Western Hemisphere
but outside the United States.
The Fellowship competition is
open to registered undergraouates
at New England Colleges for the
1946-47 academic year. Those who
wish to apply for one of the Fellowships, and who did not do so last
spring, will be able to enter the
competition by sending to the Boston Globe Fellowship Committee a
Fellowship Coupon, which will be
published in the editorial section of
the Boston Sunday Globe on October 6 and October 13.
For the purposes of the Fellowship competition, _ Alaska, Canada,
the Hawaiian Islands, Mexico, Central and South America and the Carribean Islnds shall be considered as
part of the Western Hemisphere.
The ten winning studnts will receive their Fellowship funds upon
the completion of their 1946-47
academic year.
There is a minimum of requirements for entering the Fellowship
competition. Applicants must be
registered
undergraduates;
they
must have the permission of their
parents to accept a Fllowship; they
must have the approval of their
college of their proposed plan for
using the Fellowship; they must be
American citizens; and they must
not have any close relatives employed by the Boston Globe.
No discrimination will be made
between male and female students

by the Fellowship board of judges.

Both veterans and non-veterans,
married and unmarried undergraduates are eligible to apply. The final
awards will not be made on an academic basis alone, but the judges
will seek out the students with the
most interesting and constructive
programs for spending their Fellowship Year, and the students whom,
in thetr opinion, will make the best
representatives for New England
and United States in foreign lands.
The Boston Globe Fellows will
be selected this fall and winter. Upon receipt of the coupon, which
will be printed in the Globe on October 6 and 13, students will receive
an application form on which they
must furnish certain necessary personal information, and on which
they will be given an opportunity
to state their reasons for desiring
one of the Fellowships.
Subsequently the student will receive an interview from a member
of the Globe Fellowship Committee
and, if he or she is selected as one
of the finalists, a second interviewby a board of three persons, not
employed by the Globe, but appointed by the Globe Committee.
No applicants have been interviewed to date, and students who
apply this October will be judged Hostelers Penny Mac Donald, Jane
on a basis of absolute equality with
Blossom, and Nancy Pearson
those who applied last spring. '
Canada and the United States. The
bikes wavered dangerously through
the ruts; the heavy saddle-packs
and sleeping-bags flopped fore and
As a note of interest on the de- aft; the tar bits polka-dotted our
bating trip recently undertaken by legs, arms, clothes. But you know,
Norman Temple and Edward Dunn, after that we were seasoned hostlers
it was learned that the debaters and the ensuing terrors and tribuare taking with them some maple lations all lumped themselves into
sugar from Norridgewock, and some one category — FUN.
At Montreal, city of churches
maple syrup from Fanmlngton. As
non-practiced
traffic
laws
and
the men are going as representatives not only of Bates, but of MEAT, we boarded the Colonist
car, a skeleton Pullman with stained
Maine, these were considered one
wood upholstery, 2 by 4 stove and
oB the most popular of Maine's pro3 inevitably waterless and drainless
ducts. The team hopes It will assinks; and herein we spent three of
sist in sweetening up the opposiour eight weeks swooping across
tion.
Canadian soil. As we hit the big
cities, we were derailed and biked
the countryside from our little gray
home on the siding.
There was Ottawa with a police
escort and red-coated Mounties,
North Bay and Minaki where Nan
sprained her ankle and we braved
the elite, formally dressed clientele
of swank Minaki Lodge in our
shorts and amazing head-gear to get
aid. Winnipeg, the waving mustard
fields of Saskatchewan, then the Canadian Rockies! Banff, snuggled in
among huge blue and purple shadowed mounutains from which we
threw snowballs on the 4th of July;
Lake Louise, brilliantly emerald
green beneath the massive, jagged
Victoria glacier; Jaspar National
Park where the "ironized" moun-

From steaks to salami, from jam
to peanut butter — transitions from
Canada to the States. But we were
"out West" where men are men
and women are glad of it. Seattle's
prices sky-rocketed; her hills likewise. Tacoma meant THE trip —
to Mount Rainier. Those snowdrifts
in the picture were bedside companions but actually it was quite
warm. As we climbed over snow
nelds, glacial gullies, rock piles and
through gorgeous flower patches, we
saw many shirtless skiers. They
were Hying down the mountainside;
we came down the 90 degree slopes
th hard way — on the seat of our
britches.

NOVELTY INDIAN STYLE

Columbia River highway, Crater Lake (17 miles ALL up hillnice walk), San Francisco with its
cable cars so crowded that the last
26 on came in "on a wing and a
prayer", Hollywood and John Garfield, Grand Canyon where mules
take you down the narrow trails 8
miles and then let you off and walk
around the murky Colorado — after 8 miles muleback — who could
walk? We met Ernest Thompson
Seton ("Wild Animals I Have
Known") and stayed at his ranch.
At Colorado Springs we stayed in
the local park beneath the pavilion
roof, but we didn't get much sleep.
Band concerts were a nightly attraction and we couldn't even go
to bed until the last tympanist packed his gear and left. Denver was
hilly; St. Louis had a wonderful
zoo with pandas and kangaroos;
Washington was hectic, and Grand
Central station will never quite get
Over women in shorts within its
marble portals. Oh, it was a neverto-be-forgotten trip!
We had our catastrophes, too.
Penny lost an aching tooth in Portland, Oregon; I contacted poison
oak in Cal., and entered Hollywood
looking like the front end of a racehorse with both legs bandaged from
ankle to knee. The oatmeal was apt
to be grainy; the cabbage salads
we mixed in the sink inevitably
meant a dash of the railway's dispensary liquid soap; and who will
EVER forget the bacon grease
sandwiches? The soot peppered our
dripping laundry braided on the curtain line, and each came to know a
frantic heart-gnawing for — oh! a
hot bath and a real cup of coffee!
But on such a hilarious experience,
any inconvenience becomes a joke,
any tough situation an escapade.

BLANKETS

The College Store

Just what is needed for dorm rooms,

is for

WELCOME 1950
Sears, Roebuck & Co. wishes to extend greetings to the
Class of 1950 and sincerely hope that the next four years
together will be mutually successful.
TWIN SIZE

BEDSPREADS
Choice of Colors
Most practical for dormitory rooms

$3.98

Sweetening Europe

PECKS

fpotball games, etc.

Bracelets
$4.59

79 Lisbon St.

BY THE ARMFUL
Fashion's jewelry note for Fall
. . lots and lots of bracelets
gleaming at your wrists . . . adding an important note to your
■dress-up clothes and casuals.

Tel. 370

BATES STUDENTS

STILL SERVING THE BEST HAMBURGERS
AND HOT DOGS IN TOWN

Special Consideration for Bates Students

Gold or silver plated metal in a
variety of handsome designs.

"COOPERS"
$l-$2-$3 Plus Tax

SHOP SEARS FIRST FOR ASSORTED SAVINGS
PHONE 5100

to the freshmen and explained the |
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Students Join Labor
In Summer Project
A good, solid controversial issueIs to a typical Bates student what
a well-baited hook is to a fish. He
is ready, willing, and able to "go
to work on It". Perhaps the most
urgent problem dangling , before
the people in this country at the
moment Is that of labor and management. The immediate necessity
of a wise settlement oS -the ques
tion is more than apparent to
everyone, but to Marcia Dwinall,
class of '47, and Barbara Woods,
class at '49, it was a stimulus to
direct action.
Under the supervision of Dr.
Rayborn L. Zerby the Student-Industry project was carried out last
summer in Hartford, Conn. With
the desire to meet the labor-management dispute on its own ground,
twenty-ttwo students representing
eighteen different colleges went Lo
work in the mills, offices, and factories of Hartford during vacation.
Marcia and Barbara spent their
summer on the project, and with
Dr. and Mrs. Zerby as directors
Bates was more than adequately
represented.
Having merely heard
uevries
thrashed out in their classrooms
all winter, they decided to put what
they had talked about into actual
practice. The StudenWn-Andustry
project wag an excellent chance for
anyone to unearth for himself the
basic reasons for the dispute
which was growing more intense
all the time. The students tcj.1 ii
was about time the STRIKE headlines in the newspapers meant
more to them than just black and
white print.
Living on the co-operative plan
under the guidance of Mrs. /.-...• :>..
In *he Hartford Seminary Foundation, the group found they saved
on expenses and had a chance for
each student to vary his household
ikitles while he lived there. As soon
as they became settled they went
out to find themselves positions. It
wasn't difficult for them to secure
jobs, but it took all their patience
and good-will to establish close relationships with itlheir more or less
suspioious co-workers. Within a
few days, though, they had proved
that college students can and do
work with their hands just as efficiently as someone without academic pursuits. One of the results
of the project was the beginning
of several strong friendships which
may last a lifetime.
Invitations to the evening discussions held In the living room
and led by Dr. Zerby were accepted
immediately by those who wanted
to offer their own experiences as
down to earth facts to work with
on the problem. Union and nonunion workers, officials of the
CIO, and the big bosses from the
industries, in Hartford were all invited to speak to the group. Questions were asked continually and
promptly answered one after the
other so that eventually every side
of the issue had been thoroughly
explained. The intensity of the debates rose to the boiling point
many times, but there were no
friendships lost. The guests were
thrilled to have a chance to argue
their own sides in an impersonal
atmosphere where their words
were respected by everyone present.
Naturally, as is the way of all
good discussions, the labor problem
was by no means the only one ana-

R. W. CLARK

Geology Students Attend Field
Excursion Through White Mts.

Representing twenty-five NewEngland and New York colleges
and universities, approximately 125
people attended the annual meeting
of the New England Inter-collegiate
Geological Field Excursion on
October 5th and 6th. at Mt. Washington in the Presidential Range
Freshman Week lor the class ui of New Hampshire.
1950 started out with a bang on SepBates was represented by Dr. L.
tember 28 with the Mass State
W.
Fisher and 8 geology students
game. That evening, after seeing
their first Bates victory, the new who left here Friday afternoon for
students attended a class meeting Gorham, New Hampshire, where
in Chase Hall where they learned they made the Glen House their
some of the college songs and were official headquarters.
The trip officially sitarted at
addressed by Mr. Lindholm and
8:45 a. m. on Saturday at the headPrexy.
Sunday morning, a service, con- quarters at the foot of the Mt.
ducted by Dr. Zerby, was held in Washington toll road. Each memthe chapel, and in the afternoon the ber of the party had a choice of
Outing Club staged an Open House one of two trips on Saturday and
at Thorncrag featuring a hike to the another on Sunday.
Plateau, group singing, cider and
One trip led by Dr. R. W. Chapdoughnuts.
man of Johns Hopkins was by auThe usual Lewiston humidity, ac- tomobile. It consisted of short side
companied by psychological tests, trips by foot to see Oliverian maginterest inventories, and identificama series and' Ammonoosuc voltion photos, greeted the new sturanic structure on the mountain.
dents on Monday morning. In the
Dr. Chapman did his doctor's thesis
evening. Bates Tradition Night was
on the White Mountains. The othei
held at Chase Hall where the Bates
trip led by Dr. Marian P. Billings
hello, Stanton Ride, the honor sysand
Mrs. Katharine Fowler-Biliing.tem, and the sixth dance were explained by Norm Temple, Miss Ea- was a niut mile trip on foot involving a ciiiwb of 5.000 feet over
ton and Prof. Quimby.
After another full day of rushing Ml. Washington to find the lithfrom one test to another, the fresh- ology and structure of the schists
man women retired to W.L.B. for and quaditzites characteristic of
the W.A.A. party-relay races, sing- the higher parts of the Presidential
ing, and cheering. The men attend- Range. Dr. Billings is professor of
ed Sports Night at Chase Hall.
structural and metamorphic geology
The last day of Freshman Week at Harvard. Mrs. Fowler-Billings
meant more meetings—an assembly has done field work all over the
at the chapel addressed by Dr. world and was formerly a member
Wright and Prof. Bartlett, an in- of the Geology department at
troduction to the Phys. Ed. depart- Wellesley.
ment, to Stu-C and Stu-G, and to
On Sunday Mr. Chapmian led one
the Outing Club. Wednesday night group over the northern part of
with the return of the upperclass
Mt. Washington. Mr. Billings and
students, the IMUR party was held.
Mrs. Fowler-Billings led a 4 mile
All attended chapel on Thursday,
trip on foot over trails on Mr.
and on Friday classes began with
Adam- and Mt. Madison involving
the freshmen grasping hopefully at
a climb of 400 feet. Both groups
the chance of one spare moment.
studied the structure and rock
iyssed. As one thing Jed to another formations of the Whfle Mountains.
Those students attending from
they found themselves arguing the
"militarism and race questions. Bates with Dr. Fisher were, RusVVitli students from the Deep South sell Cutter, frwin Donefeld, Charles
sitting beside New Englanders Pendtxter, Louis Jordan, Fred
they brought out the Negro issue. Jones. Ed Tooker, Daniel Decker
but nothing could disrupt the im- and Samuel "Babe" Keller. Mrs.
personal approach they all held Cutter and Mrs. Donenfeld accomthroughout the discussions. Marcia panied their husbands.
Fred Jones who led a group on
and Barbara saw that it was argumentation in ohe Bates tradition foot down Tuckermaji Ravine has
and they were set for it. Their snapshots taken on the trip which
hope was not to settle the problem, he will be very glad to .-.how lo
but rather to reach a practical un- anyone interested.

Freshman Week Gives
Students Welcome

Scholarship Funds

Prexy
(Continued from page one)
and professional men in the field of
marketing and selling.

His next address was made on
October 19 before seven hundred
(Continued from page one)
members of the New England Lior recent graduates of Bates to brary Association at the banquet
continue advanced work in the closing their annual conference.
field of foreign languages or liter-,This meeting was attended by librarians of New England's public and
atures. Mrs. Gilbert, who was Proprivate schools and industrial estabfessor of French at Bates from ishments, as well as those from the
1924 to 1939, made her home in section's colleges and universities.
As for the books, early in OctoBrookline, Mass.
ber Richard I). Irwin, Inc., Chicago
Another bequest of ten thousand
publishers, released "Marketing by
dollars from the estate of the late
Manufacturers". This is an economEmma Jane Eaton of Calais, Maine,
ics text book written by ten outhag been announced recently by standing business and professional
President Charles F. Philips. Gradu- men under the editorship of Presiates of Calais High School and dent Phillips. In February the same
other schools in Washington Coun- publisher will release a revised edity, Maine, will receive full benefit tion of a college test book on "Refrom this "Emma Jane Eaton tailing" which he wrote with ProFund."
fessor D. J. Duncan of the Cornell

New Faculty Members
(Continued from page one)
An additional instructor in phy
sics has been added in the person
of Orville G. Robertson, a gia-uattof Northeastern University in 193?
and Marine Corps instructor in tht
Pacific area.
Miss Elizabeth Tobias, a 194*
graduate of the New Jersey Coi
lege for Women, is instructor lii
the Department of Physical Ml
cation for Women.
Mrs. Percy D. Wilkins, Bates '23
has been reappointed instructor |x
mathematics, which position sh.
held while the Navy v*12 program ,a
was at Bates.
Mrs. John Cole, who graduate.
from Bates last June as Dorothy
?trout, is returning as graduate e>-|>ra
sistant in biology.
University School of Public
Business Administration.

derstanding of it to bring back
with them. They undoubtedly at- with which to meet the next problem that may arise during the comtained their goal.
ing year.
Of course, parties and outings
weren't neglected either. Softball
games, square dances, and sightseeing trips somehow always crop
up where they are young people to
cultivate them, and the group In
FOR
Hartford were no exception. As a
whole, Barbara's and Marcia's summer couldn't have been much
more prontaflile from any point of
view. The worth of Dr. Zerby-s undertaking can't be denied, and as a
result of his talks the whole group ftlOBE
roc
MEM
has come back to college with new,
205 Main Street
Lewiston
fresh, and invaluable material

College Fashions

College Men

rRANITO

BIRON'S BEAUTY SALON
COLD and PERMANENT WAVE SPECIALISTS
New Angle Hair Cutting
137 COLLEGE STREET

TEL. 4666

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE'

DRUGGIST
GEO. P. LARRABEE, Prop.

LEWISTON TRUST CO.

Corner Main and Bate* Streets
Reliable - Prompt - Accurate
Courteous
Telephone 125

LEWISTON - MAINE

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

^CHESTERFIELD
AIL OVER AMERlCA-CHESTERFiELD t$ TOPS!
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